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KRONO GROUP

Negative Externalities of Continuous Exhaust Emissions

Rhine Sunshine flooring manufacturer is Kronospan factory

In early March 2021, Lvse Jiangnan Public Environment Concerned Centre

(PECC) received feedback from local residents during on-site environmental

research in Danyang, Jiangsu Province, it is said that the waste gas emission

from the production process of Krono (Jiangsu) Wood Industry Co., Ltd.

(hereinafter referred to as Krono Wood Industry) in Danyang City (Figure 1)

has polluted the surrounding environment and seriously affected the living

environment and health of nearby residents. Therefore, PECC is jointly with IPE

conducted on-site investigation on the problems of environmental pollution

disturbing residents in the production process of Krono Wood Industry.

Figure 1. The gate of Krono (Jiangsu) Wood Industry Co., Ltd.
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Figure 2. Location of Krono (Jiangsu) Wood Industry Co., Ltd.

Field investigation on environmental pollution caused by waste gas

emission from Krono Wood Industry

Through aerial photography, PECC researchers found that the chimney of Krono

Wood Industry plant was emitting white smoke, which migrated to the

downwind direction, and the villages and commercial and residential buildings

nearby were shrouded in gray fume.

During the on-site environmental investigation of Krono wood industry, the

PECC researchers smelled a pungent smell around Krono Wood Industry. this

smell was not only pungent but also choked their throat, which once caused

discomfort and dizziness of PECC researchers.

In order to further verify the real environmental pollution of Krono wood

industry, In the Tuloutou village 500 meters west of Krono floor and Jilongdun

village, PECC researchers visited many residents. In Tuloutou village, many

villagers gathered to report that Krono Wood Industry often emits a pungent

and unpleasant smell. Smelling this smell for a long time will make people feel

dizzy, disgusting and even make their eyes uncomfortable.
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Figure 3. On site gas emission of Krono Wood Industry

Figure 4. In the distance, the chimney of Krono Wood Industry is emitting pungent smoke
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Figure 5. PECC researchers visited residents of Tuloutou Village

Figure 6. PECC researchers visited residents of Jilongdun Village

Krono Wood Industry has been repeatedly complained by residents

In order to further confirm the problem of waste gas disturbing residents of

Krono Wood Industry, PECC researchers visited Danyang ecological

environment bureau to understand the complaint of residents about the waste

gas emission of Krono Wood Industry. Danyang Ecological Environment Bureau

told the researchers that in recent two years, more than 120 letters and visits

have been accepted on the environmental petition platform to deal with the

problem of waste gas nuisance from Krono Wood Industry, excluding the
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problems reflected on other platforms, they all reflect the problem of waste gas

pollution nuisance from Krono Wood Industry and these problems have been

confirmed to be true.

Figure 7. PECC researcher visited Danyang Ecological Environment Bureau

The environmental problems of Krono Wood Industry have been

listed as supervision cases by the Central Environmental Protection

Inspector review

In 2018, the central environmental protection inspector verified that "Krono

Wood Industry emits pungent smell and disturbs residents", and the results

showed that:

1. Krono (Jiangsu) Wood Industry Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as "Krono

Wood Industry") is located at No. 2, Xingang Road, Danyang Development

Zone. The company is mainly engaged in the processing and production of

wood MDF with an annual output of 50000 cubic meters.

2. On June 26, the environmental supervisors of Danyang Environmental
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Protection Bureau went to the site for investigation. During the on-site

inspection, the MDF workshop of Krono Wood Industry was in production and

the waste gas treatment facilities were in operation.

3. The unorganized waste gas collection and treatment unit of Krono Wood

Industry sewage treatment station has been completed and put into use at the

end of March 2018.

4. On May 10, 2018, Danyang Environmental Protection Bureau entrusted a

third-party qualified testing unit to monitor the waste gas of Krono Wood

Industry, and the monitoring results showed that it met the standards.

5. Due to the special smell contained in the wood itself, under the adverse

diffusion climate conditions such as low air pressure and cloudy and rainy

weather, the peculiar smell generated in the cooking and drying process of

Krono Wood Industry still has an impact on the surrounding environment.
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Figure 8. Krono Wood Industry was listed as the case assigned by the central environmental

protection supervision group

Krono Group enterprise environmental pollution is not an isolated

case

As early as June 2009, Krono (Beijing) Wood Industry Co., Ltd. was complained
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of disturbing residents due to environmental pollution (Figure 9). According to

foreign media reports, Krono Wood Industry has also been punished for

environmental pollution in Britain (Figure 10) and Russia (Figure 11).

Figure 9. Krono Beijing Wood Industry environmental pollution report
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Figure 10. Kronospan fined £ 140000 for polluting sewers in Britain
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Figure 11. Report on excessive emissions from Kronospan plant in Russia

Kronospan should pay attention to the environmental management of its

factory Krono Wood Industry. Kronospan, founded in 1897, is the world's

largest wood-based panel manufacturer. According to the special

environmental section on the official website, the group attaches great

importance to environmental impact and has ensured that the minimum

concentration of pollutants is discharged into the environment (Figure 12). This

commitment seems to contradict reality.
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Figure 12. Kronospan's environmental commitment on the official website

It can be seen that Kronospan's global environmental responsibility has a

management vacancy. We hope Kronospan will pay attention to its

environmental responsibility. As the world's largest wood-based panel

manufacturer, Kronospan will pay attention to ESG management, do a good job

in environmental management of its subordinate factories and brands, help its

downstream factories carry out environmental rectification, and be responsible

for the health of residents around the factory.
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Krono Wood Industry should abide by its environmental responsibility, do a

good job in environmental risk assessment, reduce pollution emissions, and

make the phenomenon of environmental pollution disturbing residents not

repeat in Danyang.

We believe that only by practicing green supply chain management and truly

realizing green production can Krono wood provide consumers with floor brand

products that truly meet the concept of health and green!

On March 15, 2021, PECC United IPE sent a letter to Krono (Jiangsu) Wood

Industry Co., Ltd. and Krono (Jiangsu) Flooring Co., Ltd. to explain to the public

that waste gas disturbs residents. As of the release of this report, no response

has been received.
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